
Renewal Notice!

Hello, our TOKYO NOW email newsletter has been renewed!!
But our goal stays the same

- to help you enjoy the high-tech urban atmosphere of Tokyo combined with ancient shrines, 
festivals and old-fashioned manners.

From June we will share even more interesting information about Tokyo
- the largest city in Asia. Prepare to discover Tokyo you have never seen before!

To deliver Tokyo’s multi-faceted and unique details we have decided to add new topics:
PEOPLE, EXPERIENCE, PAST, TREND, TOKYO DIVERSITY.

 
Not to spoil the fun, this time we will just illustrate two of the topics we have chosen: 

EXPERIENCE and TOKYO DIVERSITY
to give you an idea of what to expect after renewal.

PEOPLE

The stories of people living in Tokyo.
Please look forward to the next month's issue!



EXPERIENCE

Explore Tokyo while Cycling!
Looking for a fun way to explore the 
history of Tokyo? Cycling trip with 
experienced local guides is the perfect 
way to go back in time and experience the 
history of Great Tokyo through your 
journey. 
Join “Tokyo Cycling” - the original bike 
tour to discover hidden areas of Tokyo you 
would never have noticed by yourself with 
English speaking guides. 

Since 2006,  “Tokyo Cycling” has created 
around 10 different routes for you to 
peddle your way around this magical city! 
One of the most popular ones is the 
Edo-Tokyo Culture Tour.
Cycle through the northern east part of 
central Tokyo to explore sumo wrestler’s 
home town - Ryogoku, visit the oldest 
Buddhist temple in Tokyo - Senso-ji in 
Asakusa, Ueno, Imperial Palace and 
more!

PAST

The history, traditions and culture of Tokyo to be preserved.
Please look forward to the next month's issue!

TREND

The history, traditions and culture of Tokyo to be preserved.
Please look forward to the next month's issue!

TOKYO DIVERSITY

Discover Tokyo`s
island paradise
It’s warm enough but not too hot and 
humid for long walks around the city. 
Wonderful time to spend more time 
outside and enjoy a perfect sunny day! So 
how about doing it while exploring one of 
Tokyo's Islands - Izu Oshima? 

https://www.tokyocycling.jp/route-b/
https://www.gotokyo.org/en/destinations/izu-and-ogasawara-islands/oshima-island/index.html
https://www.gotokyo.org/en/destinations/izu-and-ogasawara-islands/oshima-island/index.html


A total of 11 islands, including 9 islands in 
the Izu Islands and 2 islands in the 
Ogasawara Islands, are called "Islands of 
Tokyo", and the closest one - Izu Oshima 
can be reached from central Tokyo within 
only 2 hours by High speed ship!
Rent a bike/car to explore the only desert 
in Japan (Ura Sabaku) or stroll around 
retro "Habu Port" in the southern part of 
the island. Do not forget to visit the 
open-air bath at Miharayama Onsen to get 
a bird's-eye view over this magical island!

EXPERIENCE TOKYO FROM THE DISTANCE

Of course video and other special contents will appear too!
So If you've had to postpone your next trip to Tokyo due to the coronavirus pandemic,

feel free to enjoy Tokyo from a distance by watching the videos
we have selected specially for you! 

Sending Tokyo "sound" to the 
world "Yamanote Line"

Japan,Tokyo Asakusa Walk   
Day of Regulation Lifting

https://youtu.be/jKUBYGwoW3A https://youtu.be/yDRlLChQbp8

Go to the “TOKYO NOW”

You cannot visit the same Tokyo twice.
The city is always changing in fun,

unpredictable ways and creates new styles by mixing modernity and tradition,
which is what the “Tokyo Tokyo Old meets New” logo

and slogan are meant to communicate to travelers everywhere.
Visit it today and discover YOUR Tokyo.

Your new story starts here.
----------------------------------------

You can download the photo data published in this mail magazine
from the website "Tokyo Now".

Those are available for secondary use.
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Industrial and Labor Affairs, Tokyo Metropolitan 
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